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Anyone adopting new dogs/puppies from rescues 
who transport pups from the south should be 

aware of the frequency of heartworm cases in the 
U.S. where many of our rescued pups originate. 
HEARTWORMS ARE TREATABLE WITH EARLY 

DETECTION, SO MAKE SURE THAT ALL PUPS ARE 

HEARTWORM TESTED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
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Good News! We are planning our next  

BARK IN THE PARK EVENT 
 

SAVE THE DATE 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2022 

4H Fairgrounds, Mays Landing 
 

We are seeking Food Trucks and 

Vendors who are interested in joining our Bark 

In the Park event this year. The cost for joining is a 
$50 tax-deductible donation. ALL PROCEEDS 
BENEFIT LADDIE’S LEGACY (Vet Bill Assistance 

NPO).  
 

Interested vendors & food trucks, please email 

Shyla at spastore@abseconvet.com. 
 

This year’s events include: 
 

BEER GARDEN 

LIVE MUSIC 

PARTICIPATION DOG SHOW 

EDUCATIONAL TALKS 

DOG TRAINING 

DEMONSTRATIONS 

DOG & KID PIE EATING 

CONTEST 

FOOD TRUCKS/VENDORS 

& MUCH MORE! 

 
his journey; our mission! 

 
 

AVH BLOOD BANK 
HELP SAVE A LIFE 

 
ARE YOUR PETS… 

✓ Dogs- Between 55 and 150 lbs 

✓ Cats – 10+lbs 

✓ In excellent health? 

✓ Between the ages of 1 and 6 years old? 

IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ALL OF THESE THEN SIGN 

UP TO DONATE BLOOD! 
 
Each unit of donated blood helps to save a life of 

one, two, or three critically ill dogs. Many animals 

require a blood transfusion to survive during 

surgery, following trauma, or when they are 

suffering from anemia or bleed disorders such as 

hemophilia.   
 

Visit:    abseconvet.com 

Resources tab  

–click on Blood Bank 

to learn more & register your pet. 
 

Incentives will be provided to clients 

and pets for participation in this 

LIFE SAVING EVENT!!! 

 
MORE DONORS ARE DESPERATELY NEEDED! 

PLEASE HELP SAVE A LIFE 

LOOKING FOR A BUNNY?  
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HERE ARE SOME  

RABBIT BREEDS TO CONSIDER 
 

CHECKERED GIANT 

 
With a similarly arched body to the Belgian 
Hare, the Checkered Giant definitely stands out in 

a crowd! With their 11 to 16-pound top-weight, 
these handsome rabbits are high energy and 
distinctly black and white-colored. They make 

excellent companions for anyone who can give 
them a large cage and plenty of room to run 

around. 
 

DUTCH 

 
If you’ve ever heard the phrase “Dutch markings” 

when describing a rabbit, then you’ll know the 
characteristic black “mask” and white “saddle” 

that have made this breed’s coat so popular. 
 

FLEMISH GIANT 

 
Weighing up to 20 pounds, these Belgian-born 
beauties are true to their giant name! Gentle and 

loving, they have a unique semi-arched body and 
come in seven colors: Black, blue, fawn, light gray, 

sandy, steel gray, and white. Imported to the 
United States since the 1890s, they have been 

equally prized as pets and show rabbits. 
 

FRENCH ANGORA 

 
If you would prefer your ball of fur with a visible 

face, look no further than the French Angora! While 
their coats are just as long as their English brethren, 

these larger rabbits (up to 11 pounds) have much 
more cleanly trimmed faces. As with all Angora 
breeds, you must be committed to consistent 

grooming to keep them healthy as pets. 
 

FRENCH LOP 

https://petkeen.com/checkered-giant-rabbit/
https://petkeen.com/flemish-giant-rabbit-breed-info/
https://petkeen.com/flemish-giant-rabbit-breed-info/
https://petkeen.com/french-angora-rabbit/
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Another of the especially popular lop family, 
the French Lop most closely resembles an English 

Lop – but without the oversized ears. They’re on the 
heavier side of lop breeds, often weighing close to 

12 pounds. They make excellent, docile house pets 
and come in an exceptionally wide variety of 

colors. 
 

MINI LOP 

 
While certainly not a large rabbit, the Mini Lop may 

be better recognized as an average-sized breed – 
especially in comparison to the tiny Holland Lop. 

Their added weight (approximately 2 pounds 
heavier than Holland Lops) may contribute to their 
overall calmer and more sedentary demeanor. Like 

all other lops, they are available in a wide palette 
of color choices. 
 

NETHERLAND DWARF 

 
As the parent stock of many “mini” breeds, 
the Netherland Dwarf holds a special place in the 
rabbit breeding world. Indeed, because of their 
characteristically aggressive attitude, many mini 
breeds display their same zest for life and high 
energy! Renowned for their incredibly small size 
(around 2.5 pounds at most) and lovable 
appearance, the Dwarf comes in a wide variety of 
solid and broken colors, making it a household 
favorite. 
 

ENGLISH LOP 

 
While all lop breeds have long, droopy ears that 
hang below their chin, the English lop takes this to 

an extreme: Their ears may stretch almost 2.5 

feet from tip to tip when measured across the skull! 

These gentle giants of the lop family make doting 
pets, but require special care to prevent them from 
injuring their enormous ears. 
https://petkeen.com/rabbit-breeds/ 
 

https://petkeen.com/french-lop-rabbit-breed/
https://petkeen.com/mini-lop-rabbit/
https://petkeen.com/netherland-dwarf-rabbit-breed-info/
https://petkeen.com/lop-eared-rabbit-breeds/
https://petkeen.com/how-to-care-for-an-outdoor-rabbit/
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AVH FAMILY 
 
UPCOMING ACTIVITIES & EVENTS: 
 

o Photos with the AVH Easter Bunny. Bring the 

family and pets in to get your pic taken with 
our Easter Bunny. Printed pictures are $5 

(proceeds benefit Laddie’s Legacy). 
Pictures will be taken in doors this year in 

front of our Easter photo station.  

PICTURE DATES & TIMES: 

SATURDAY APRIL 9 & 16 

@12-2PM. 
 

  
o UNDERDOG OF THE YEAR CONTEST – This 

contest will run from June 1 through August 
31, 2022. Clients are invited to submit stories 

and pictures of dogs who have overcome 
major life challenges. Participants will be 
invited to attend Bark in the Park on 

September 17 where the winners (1st, 2nd, & 
3rd Place) will be announced and honored. 

Prizes will be awarded and winners will 
appear in our 2023 Laddie’s Legacy 

Calendar.  

 
o COOLER FULL OF SPIRITS & FUN RAFFLE – 

Tickets are on sale now in the AVH lobby for 

$10 each. Enter today for a chance to win 
a variety of spirits in a 60 Qt Rolling Igloo 

Cooler. Total value $400! Also includes 

Doggie & Kitty Wine Glasses, 12 bottles of 
Red & White Wine, and multiple cases of 

beer. Raffle drawing will be held on Friday, 

May 27, @ 12 noon. Get your tickets now! 

We accept Cash, Check, Venmo to 

@LaddiesLegacy. (Proceeds benefit our 
NPO – Laddie’s Legacy – Vet Bill Assistance 
Program).  
 

ANIMAL HEALTH 
 

Heartworm Disease in Dogs - 

Treatment 
By Catherine Barnette, DVM; Ernest Ward, DVM 

 

This handout provides information on the 

treatment of heartworm disease in dogs. For more 
specific information on the causes, and 
transmission of heartworm disease in dogs, as well 

as testing procedures, see the handouts 
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“Heartworm Disease in Dogs” and “Testing for 
Heartworm Disease in Dogs”. 

What causes heartworm disease? 

Heartworm disease or dirofilariasis is a serious and 

potentially fatal disease. It is caused by a blood-
borne parasite known as Dirofilaria immitis. 

Adult heartworms are found in the heart, 

pulmonary artery, and adjacent large blood 
vessels of infected dogs. Rarely, worms may be 

found in other parts of the circulatory system. 
Female worms are 6 - 14" long (15 - 36cm) and 1/8" 
wide (3 mm). Males are about half the size of 

females. One dog may have as many as 300 
worms present when diagnosed. 

"Adult heartworms are found in the heart, 

pulmonary artery, and adjacent large blood 

vessels of infected dogs." 

Adult heartworms may live up to five years. During 
this time, females produce millions of offspring 

called microfilaria. These microfilariae live mainly 

in the small vessels of the bloodstream. 

How is heartworm disease spread? 

Since transmission requires the mosquito as 
an intermediate host, the disease is not 

spread directly from dog to dog. Spread of 
the disease, therefore, coincides with 
mosquito season, which can last year-

round in many parts of the United States. 
The number of dogs infected and the 

length of the mosquito season are directly 
correlated with the incidence of 

heartworm disease in any given area. 

My dog has been diagnosed with heartworm 

disease. What is the treatment? 

There is some risk involved in treating dogs with 
heartworms, although fatalities are rare. 

"A new drug is available that does not have as 

many side effects, allowing successful treatment 

of more than 95% of dogs with heartworms." 

In the past, the drug used to treat heartworms 
contained high levels of arsenic, and toxic side 

effects frequently occurred. A new drug is 
available that does not have as many side effects, 

allowing successful treatment of more than 95% of 
dogs with heartworms. 

Many dogs have advanced heartworm disease at 

the time they are diagnosed. This means that the 
heartworms have been present long enough to 

cause substantial damage to the heart, lungs, 
blood vessels, kidneys, and liver. Rarely, cases may 
be so advanced that it is safer to treat organ 

damage and keep the dog comfortable than it is 
to risk negative effects associated with killing the 

heartworms. Dogs in this condition are not likely to 
live more than a few weeks or months. Your 

veterinarian will advise you on the best treatment 
approach for dogs diagnosed with advanced 
heartworm disease. 

Treatment to kill adult heartworms. An injectable 

drug, melarsomine (brand name Immiticide®), is 

given to kill adult heartworms. Melarsomine kills the 
adult heartworms in the heart and adjacent 
vessels. This drug is administered in a series of 

injections. Your veterinarian will determine the 
specific injection schedule according to your 

dog's condition. Most dogs receive an initial 
injection, followed by a 30-day period of rest, and 

then two more injections that are given 24 hours 
apart. 

Many dogs will also be treated with an antibiotic 

(doxycycline), to combat potential infection with 
bacteria (Wolbachia) that inhabit the heartworm. 

"Complete rest is essential after treatment." 
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Complete rest is essential after treatment. The 

adult worms die in a few days and start to 

decompose. As they break up, they are carried to 
the lungs, where they lodge in the small blood 

vessels and are eventually reabsorbed by the 
body. This resorption can take several weeks to 
months, and most post-treatment complications 

are caused by these fragments of dead 
heartworms. This can be a dangerous period so it 

is absolutely essential that the dog be kept as 

quiet as possible and is not allowed to exercise for 
one month following the final injection of 

heartworm treatment. The first week after the 
injections is critical because this is when the worms 

are dying. A cough is noticeable for seven to eight 
weeks after treatment in many heavily infected 

dogs. If the cough is severe, notify your 
veterinarian for treatment options. 

Prompt treatment is essential if the dog has a 

significant reaction in the weeks following the 
initial treatment, although such reactions are rare. 

Notify your veterinarian if your dog shows loss of 
appetite, shortness of breath, severe coughing, 

coughing up blood, fever, or depression. 
Treatment with anti-inflammatories, antibiotics, 
cage rest, supportive care, and intravenous fluids 

is usually effective in these cases. 

Treatment to kill microfilaria. In addition to the 

drug that is used to kill adult heartworms, your dog 
will receive a drug to kill microfilariae (heartworm 
larvae). Your dog may need to stay in the hospital 

for observation on the day this medication is 
administered, and this may be performed either 

before or after the injections for adult heartworms. 
Following treatment, your dog will be started on a 

heartworm preventative. 

"Newer heartworm treatment protocols use a 

variety of drugs to kill the microfilariae." 

Newer heartworm treatment protocols use a 
variety of drugs to kill the microfilariae. Your 
veterinarian will select the correct drug and 

administration time based on your dog's condition. 

Are any other treatments necessary? 

Dogs with severe heartworm disease may require 
antibiotics, pain relief medications, special diets, 

diuretics to remove fluid accumulation in the 
lungs, and/or drugs to improve heart function prior 

to treatment for the heartworms. Even after the 
heartworms have been killed, some dogs may 

require lifetime treatment for heart failure. This 
includes the use of diuretics, heart medications 

such as ACE-inhibitors, beta-blockers or cardiac 
glycosides, and special low-salt diets. 

What is the response to treatment and the 

prognosis post-treatment? 

Dog owners are usually surprised at the 

improvement in their dog following treatment for 
heartworms, especially if the dog had been 
demonstrating clinical signs of heartworm 

disease. Many dogs display renewed vigor and 

vitality, improved appetite, and weight gain. 

How can I prevent my dog from getting 

heartworms? 

You can prevent your dog from getting 

heartworms by using a heartworm preventive. 
When a dog has been successfully treated for 

heartworms, it is essential to begin a heartworm 
prevention program to prevent future recurrence. 
With the safe and affordable heartworm 

preventives available today, no pet should ever 
have to endure this dreaded disease. Consult with 

your veterinarian to determine which heartworm 
preventive program is best for your dog. 
 

AVH ADOPTION NETWORK 

AVH partners with a few local reputable Rescue 
organizations as a Community Service project to 
help animals in need find good homes. All 

adoptions are arranged through each individual 
rescue.  

All animals adopted through 

this resource receive a $50 

Discount off First Exam at 

Absecon Veterinary Hospital. 

All the kitties available this month are currently 

living at Absecon Veterinary Hospital and need a 

new fur-ever home. They are all healthy and up-

to-date on vaccines. Please consider sharing your 
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home with one of these amazing kitties who are 

available through no fault of their own! 
 

PETS AVAILABLE FOR ADOPTION  
 

 
This is Prudence. She is available through AVH. You 

can meet her in our lobby. Prudence is an 

approximately 3-4-year-old female spayed 
domestic shorthair. She showed up at one of our 

staff member's houses in Philadelphia and just 
wanted love (and to be let into their house)! Every 
morning she would everyone to the trolley or to 

their car and then turn around once she made 
sure they made it there safely. Now that she is in a 

warm safe place, she says thank you with a 
snuggle and the loudest purrs ever! She is FeLV/FIV 

negative, up to date on vaccines and 
preventatives, and had recent bloodwork that 
came back clear. She does have a heart murmur 

that will need at least additional monitoring but 
her heart test (proBNP) came back normal. Like 

the Beatles song says "Dear Prudence, won't you 
come out to play. Dear Prudence, greet the 
brand-new day. The sun is up, the sky is blue. It's 

beautiful and so are you. 
 

 
This beautiful long-haired girl is Isis. She is an older 

kitty (about 16), but very healthy and super sweet. 
If you’re looking for a cuddly best friend-adult kitty, 
Isis is the one for you. She has THE MOST 

AMAZINGLY BEAUTIFUL GREEN EYES! Isis is 
immediately available for adoption at AVH. Isis 

gets along well with other animals. If you are 
looking for a best friend who is beautiful inside and 
out, Isis may be the kitty for you! Give Isis a chance. 

Older kitties are so easy to love and they generally 
are much better behaved than kittens! 
 

 
Meet Oliver & Jenny. These two are a bonded pair 

and do EVERYTHING together! They are sweet and 

very loving. Jenny is the one with the white spot. 
Both these kitties are big (chubby) and cuddly and 
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will immediately fit in as part of your “family.” These 
two must be adopted together. They are truly 

lovely as anyone who has previously owned a 
black cat will know! These two get along well with 

other animals.  
 

 
This is Willie. Willie is an extremely friendly boy who 

is looking for someone to love and play with. Willie 
gets along well with other animals and is a joy to 

cuddle. If you are looking for a good friend, Willie 
is waiting for you at AVH! Take a chance on Willie; 
you will be happy you did! 
 

 
This precious young lady is Alexis. She is medium-

length hair and is very beautiful. Alexis is very 

friendly and gets along well with other animals.  
 

The pup below is from Brookline Labrador Rescue 

 
Meet Sammy 

https://www.petfinder.com/dog/sammy-
55048136/pa/warrington/brookline-labrador-

rescue-pa06/  
Sammy is a young super mutt who was born into 
Brookline's care when his mom, Nora, lab-looking 

mix was in foster care. Nora was in a kill shelter in 
MS housed with an unaltered Husky mix. Both were 

saved by different rescues, and it was later 
discovered that Nora would be having puppies 

while in foster care. Sammy, along with his six 
littermates were adopted out at 8 weeks old. 
Sammy was adopted by first-time dog owners and 

at 11 months was returned to the rescue due to 
training issues. 

 
Sammy is loving, funny, entertaining, and playful 

but is independent, has a strong-willed mind of his 
own, doesn't necessarily have a high drive to 
please, and can be slow to trust a person's 

intentions.  He needs someone that will prove to 
him, through time and absolute consistency, and 

positive reinforcement training, that you mean 
what you say so he will respect and love you. 

https://www.petfinder.com/dog/sammy-55048136/pa/warrington/brookline-labrador-rescue-pa06/
https://www.petfinder.com/dog/sammy-55048136/pa/warrington/brookline-labrador-rescue-pa06/
https://www.petfinder.com/dog/sammy-55048136/pa/warrington/brookline-labrador-rescue-pa06/
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